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When you were at work, how many minutes (or

hours) did you spend on Facebook today? Did you

send personal e-mail or visit some sports Web sites? If

so, you’re not alone. According to a Nucleus Research

study, 77 percent of workers with Facebook accounts

use them during work hours. An IDC Research study

shows that as much as 40 percent of Internet surfing

occurring during work hours is personal, while other

studies report as many as 90 percent of employees

receive or send personal e-mail at work.

This behavior creates serious business problems.

Checking e-mail, responding to instant messages,

and sneaking in a brief YouTube video create a series

of nonstop interruptions that divert employee atten-

tion from the job tasks they are supposed to be

performing. According to Basex, a New York City

business research company, these distractions take

up as much as 28 percent of the average U.S.

worker’s day and result in $650 billion in lost

productivity each year!

Many companies have begun monitoring their

employee use of e-mail, blogs, and the Internet,

sometimes without their knowledge. A recent

American Management Association (AMA) survey of

304 U.S. companies of all sizes found that 66 percent

of these companies monitor employee e-mail

messages and Web connections. Although U.S.

companies have the legal right to monitor employee

Internet and e-mail activity while they are at work, is

such monitoring unethical, or is it simply good

business?

Managers worry about the loss of time and

employee productivity when employees are focusing

on personal rather than company business. Too

much time on personal business, on the Internet or

not, can mean lost revenue. Some employees may

even be billing time they spend pursuing personal

interests online to clients, thus overcharging them.

If personal traffic on company networks is too

high, it can also clog the company’s network so that

legitimate business work cannot be performed.

Schemmer Associates, an architecture firm in

Omaha, Nebraska, and Potomac Hospital in

Woodridge, Virginia, found that computing resources

were limited by a lack of bandwidth caused by

employees using corporate Internet connections to

watch and download video files. 

MONITORING EMPLOYEES ON NETWORKS: UNETHICAL OR GOOD

BUSINESS?

When employees use e-mail or the Web (including

social networks) at employer facilities or with

employer equipment, anything they do, including

anything illegal, carries the company’s name.

Therefore, the employer can be traced and held

liable. Management in many firms fear that racist,

sexually explicit, or other potentially offensive

material accessed or traded by their employees could

result in adverse publicity and even lawsuits for the

firm. Even if the company is found not to be liable,

responding to lawsuits could cost the company tens

of thousands of dollars. 

Companies also fear leakage of confidential

information and trade secrets through e-mail or

blogs. A recent survey conducted by the American

Management Association and the ePolicy Institute

found that 14 percent of the employees polled

admitted they had sent confidential or potentially

embarrassing company e-mails to outsiders. 

U.S. companies have the legal right to monitor

what employees are doing with company equipment

during business hours. The question is whether

electronic surveillance is an appropriate tool for

maintaining an efficient and positive workplace.

Some companies try to ban all personal activities on

corporate networks—zero tolerance. Others block

employee access to specific Web sites or social sites

or limit personal time on the Web. 

For example, Enterprise Rent-A-Car blocks

employee access to certain social sites and monitors

the Web for employees’ online postings about the

company. Ajax Boiler in Santa Ana, California, uses

software from SpectorSoft Corporation that records

all the Web sites employees visit, time spent at each

site, and all e-mails sent. Flushing Financial

Corporation installed software that prevents employ-

ees from sending e-mail to specified addresses and

scans e-mail attachments for sensitive information.

Schemmer Associates uses OpenDNS to categorize

and filter Web content and block unwanted video.

Some firms have fired employees who have

stepped out of bounds. One-third of the companies

surveyed in the AMA study had fired workers for

misusing the Internet on the job. Among managers

who fired employees for Internet misuse, 64 percent

did so because the employees’ e-mail contained inap-

propriate or offensive language, and more than 25
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CASE  STUDY  QUEST IONS

1. Should managers monitor employee e-mail and
Internet usage? Why or why not? 

2. Describe an effective e-mail and Web use policy
for a company.

3. Should managers inform employees that their Web
behavior is being monitored? Or should managers
monitor secretly? Why or why not?

percent fired workers for excessive personal use of e-

mail. 

No solution is problem free, but many consultants

believe companies should write corporate policies on

employee e-mail and Internet use. The policies

should include explicit ground rules that state, by

position or level, under what circumstances employ-

ees can use company facilities for e-mail, blogging,

or Web surfing. The policies should also inform

employees whether these activities are monitored

and explain why.

IBM now has “social computing guidelines” that

cover employee activity on sites such as Facebook

and Twitter. The guidelines urge employees not to

conceal their identities, to remember that they are

personally responsible for what they publish, and to

refrain from discussing controversial topics that are

not related to their IBM role. 

Explore the Web site of online employee monitoring
software such as Websense, Barracuda Networks,
MessageLabs, or SpectorSoft, and answer the
following questions:

1. What employee activities does this software track?
What can an employer learn about an employee
by using this software?

2. How can businesses benefit from using this
software?

3. How would you feel if your employer used this
software where you work to monitor what you are
doing on the job? Explain your response.

The rules should be tailored to specific business

needs and organizational cultures. For example,

although some companies may exclude all

employees from visiting sites that have explicit

sexual material, law firm or hospital employees may

require access to these sites. Investment firms will

need to allow many of their employees access to

other investment sites. A company dependent on

widespread information sharing, innovation, and

independence could very well find that monitoring

creates more problems than it solves. 
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Office Computer Use,” CIO Australia, June 17, 2010; Sarah E.

Needleman, “Monitoring the Monitors,” The Wall Street Journal,

August 16, 2010; Michelle Conline and Douglas MacMillan, “Web

2.0: Managing Corporate Reputations,” Business Week, May 20,

2009; James Wong, “Drafting Trouble-Free Social Media Policies,”

Law.com, June 15, 2009; and Maggie Jackson, “May We Have Your

Attention, Please?” Business Week, June 23, 2008.
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how work flows and business processes will be altered by this technology in

order to gauge its value. 

CenterPoint Properties, a major Chicago area industrial real estate company,

used unified communications technology to create collaborative Web sites for

each of its real estate deals. Each Web site provides a single point for accessing

structured and unstructured data. Integrated presence technology lets team

members e-mail, instant message, call, or videoconference with one click.

Vir tua l  Pr ivate  Networks
What if you had a marketing group charged with developing new products and

services for your firm with members spread across the United States? You

would want to be able to e-mail each other and communicate with the home

office without any chance that outsiders could intercept the communications.

In the past, one answer to this problem was to work with large private network-


